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The purpose of this paper is to find characteristic properties of the Laplace trans­
forms of exponentially bounded vector-valued functions in arbitrary, i.e. in particular 
nonreflexive, Banach spaces (the "representability" problem). The known solution 
of this problem in reflexive Banach spaces is a special case (Corollary 12) of our main 
Theorem 10 which gives a complete answer to the representability problem formulated 
above. This theorem is preceded by some auxiliary facts from functional analysis, 
partly reminded, partly proved. In section 14 related results are commented. 
1. We shall use the following notations: (1) R — the real number field, (2) 
(co, oo) — the set of all real numbers greater than co if co e R, (3) M x -> M 2 — the 
set of all mappings of the whole set M x into the set M 2 . 
2. In the whole paper, E will denote a Banach space over R. The set of all con­
tinuous linear functional on E is denoted £*. The basic notions from functional 
analysis necessary in the sequel can be found in [2], chap. 1 and 2. The notions of 
measurability and integrability of vector-valued functions and their properties are 
used in the scope of section 3.1 — 3.7 of [2]. 
3. Proposition. Let fe(0, oo) -> E. Then 
(a) the function If is measurable for every / e £ * , 
(p) there is a null set N c (0, oo) and a separable subset J c £ such that f(t) e X 
for every t e (0, oo) \ N, 
if and only if the function f is measurable. 
Proof. See Theorem 3.5.3 in [2]. 
4. Proposition. Let /e(0, oo) -> E. If the function f is measurable, then 
h 
I fl|/(* + 0 + Л' - *) - 2Л0Н dt ^ 0 + О 
/0r almost every t > 0. 
Proof. It is possible to follow almost word by word the argumentation of [3], 
Theorem 18.5. 
5. Proposition. Let X c E.If the set X is separable, then there exists a countable 
subset Le E* such that for every xl9x2eX9 xt #= x29 there is an leLfor which 
l(xx) * l(x2). 
Proof. Since X is separable we can find a subset X0 c E such that 
(1) X0 is countable, 
(2) X0 C I , I 0 D X. 
According to Hahn-Banach theorem we can fix for every zl9 z2 eX09 z1 4= z2, 
a linear functional lZl tZ2 e E so that 
(3) ||/21,Z2|| = 1, lZl,Z2(
zi ~ zi) = l z i ~ z2| | for every zl9 z2eX09 zt 4= z2. 
Let us now consider some xl9 x2 e l , xt 4= x2. According to (2) we can choose 
zl9 z2 eX0 so that 
(4) \\zt - x±\\ = $\\xx - x2\\9 \\z2 - x2|| = iHx! - x2||. 
It follows from (4) that 
(5) zx + z29 
(6) \\(zx - xx) - (z2 - x2)|| S ill*! - x2 | |. 
Further we get from (6) that 
(?) |Z1 - Z2\\ = ||(
Z
1 ~ *l) ~ (Z2 - Xl) + (*1 - *2)|| = 
=" ||*1 -
 X2\ ~ ||(Z1 ~" *l) ~ (Z2 - ^2)| = 1*1 ~ ^21 ~ i|*l - ^21 = 
= f ||*1 ~
 Xl\-
Now it would suffice to prove that lZuZ2(x1 — x2) =j= 0. Assume the contrary, i.e. 
(8) hliZ2(xi ~ *2) = 0. 
Then it follows from (3), (5) and (7) that 
(9) I K - x2|| = \\Zl - Z2\\ = lzuzi(Xl - x 2 ) -= 
= hl>Z2((
zi ~ xt) - (z2 - x2) -f (xj - x2)) = 
= I*lf*2((*i - *i) ~ (z2 - x2)) ^ \\(
zi - xx) - (z2 - x2)\\ = i | |xi - x2||. 
Since x1 4= x2 the inequality (9) is clearly contradictory and hence (8) cannot be 
true, i.e. lzl,Z2(x1 — x2) 4= 0. We conclude 
(10) for every xl9 x2 eX9 xt 4= x2 there exist zl9 z2 e l 0 , z1 4= z2 so that 
lZl,z2(xi) * lZl)Z2(x2)-
Let us now denote L = {/Zl>Z2 : z1? z2 eX09 z1 4= z2}. It follows from (1) that L 
is a countable set and (10) can be written in the form of the assertion of our Propo-
sition. 
6. Lemma. Let xk9 k e {l, 2, . . . } , be a sequence in E. If 
(a) the set {xk : k e {l, 2,...}} is relatively weakly compact in E9 
(P) the sequence l(xk)9 k e {1, 2, . . . } , is convergent for every I e £*, 
then the sequence xk is weakly convergent in E. 
Proof. Let us denote Ak = {xj :j e (1, 2, . . . } , j ^ k} for every ke {1, 2, . . . } . 
Further let Ak be weak closures of Ak9 k e {1, 2, . . . } . 
CO 
By assumption (a), f) Ak is non-empty, i.e. we can fix an x0 e E so that 
k = l 
(1) x0 G Ak for every ke {1, 2, . . . } . 
On the other hand, let e > 0 and / e L*. 
It follows from (P) that there is a k0 e {l, 2, ...} so that |/(x) — l(y)\ rg e for every 
x, y e Afco which implies 
(2) \l(x) - l(y)\ = s for every x9 y e Ako. 
By (1) and (2) we have \l(xk) - l(x0)\ ^ e for every k ^ k0. 
Since e > 0 and / e L* were arbitrary we obtain the required result. 
7. Proposition. Let xk9 ke {l, 2, . . . } , be a sequence in E. If there exist subsets 
X c E and L s L* such that 
(a) xkeX for every ke{l,2, . . . } , 
(P) the set X is relatively weakly compact in E9 
(l) for every, x, y e X9 x 4= y9 there is an leLso that l(x) 4= /(y), 
(5) the sequence l(xk), k e {1, 2 . . . } , is convergent for every I e L9 
then the sequence xk, k e {1, 2,. . .}, is weakly convergent. 
Proof. Let us denote C(X) the algebra of all real continuous functions on X (the 
continuity is considered here and in the rest of the proof with respect to the weak 
topology induced on X). 





{ 0 , l , . . . , r } 
where r runs through {0, 1, ...} and aiih^ire R. 
It is easy to see from the assumptions (y) and (8) that 
(1) C0(X) is a subalgebra of C(X) containing all constant functions and separating 
the points of X. 
(2) the sequence /(xk), k e (1, 2,. . .}, is convergent for every fe C0(K), 
Using the Weierstrass-Stone theorem we obtain from (1) that 
(3) C0(X) = C(K), i.e. every / e C(X) is uniform limit of a sequence fk, k e {1, 2,.. .}, 
from C0(X). 
It follows from (2) and (3) that 
(4) the sequence /(xk), k e {l, 2, . . .}, is convergent for every fe C(X). 
As a particular case of (4) we have 
(5) the sequence l(xk), k e {1, 2, . . .}, is convergent for every / e £*. 
The required weak convergence of the sequence xk, ke {1, 2, . . , } , follows from 
(a), (p) and (5) by means of Lemma 7. 
8. Proposition. Let coe R and q> e (0, oo) -* R, If 
(a) the function (p is measurable, 
(P) there is a constant M such that \(p(t)\ ^ Me™* for almost every t > 0, 
then 
~i (t)p+l r e - p t v 9{x) dx "p-*oo'p>o" ̂  
for every t > 0 such that 
1 Ch 
- \<p(t + t) + p(* - *) - 2 <K0| d T ~*h->o+ 0 . 
fcjo 
Proof. Immediate consequence of Theorem 6a in [ l ] , Chap. VII. 
9. Proposition. Let co = 0, M = 0 and $e(co co) -> R. Then 
(Ai) the function <P is infinitely differentiable on (co, co), 
(A2) \(d
pjdXp) <P(X)\ = Mp\\(X - co)
p+1 for every A > co and pe{0 1 . . . } , 
if and only if there exists a function cp e (0, co) -> R such that 
(Bi) cp is measurable on (0, co), 
(B2) \<p(t)\ = Me™' for almost every t > 0, 
|*00 
(B3) e"
At cp(z) dx = <P(X) for every X > co. 
Jo 
Proof. An easy extension of Theorem 16a in [1], Chap. VII. 
10. Theorem. Let co = 0, M = 0 and F e (<2>, co) -> E. Then 
(A^ the function F is infinitely differ entiable on (co, co), 
(A2) \(d
pjdXp)F(X)\ = Mp\\(X - co)
p+1 for every X > co and p e {0, 1, . . .} , 
(A3) for almost every t > 0, the set 
fc0rv(f)!"fc'--}- H 
is relatively weakly compact in E, 
if and only if there exists a function f e (0, co) -> E such that 
(B_) / is measurable on (0, co), 
(B2) ||/(f)|| = Me
wr / o r a/mosr every t > 0, 
/ •OO 
(B3) e"
A7(r) dT = F(2) for every X > co. 
Proof. "Only if". For the sake of simplicity, let us denote 
(1) fp(t) = i z ^ . flY
+1 jrtrt M for r > 0 and 
p e {0, 1,...}, such that p > cot. 
It is easy to see from (Ax) that there is a subspace E0 of £ such that 
(2) E0 is closed and separable,
 N 
(3) F(X) e E0 for every X > co. 
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It follows from (2) and (3) that 
4) F{P)(X) e E0 Sot every A > co and p e {0, 1,...}. 
Now (1) and (4) imply 
5) fp(t) e E0 for every t > 0 and p e {0, 1, ...} such that p > cot. 
In view of Proposition 5 we obtain from (2) that there is a set L £ F* such that 
6) Lis a countable 
7) for every x e E0, x + 0, there is an / e L such that l(x) =# 0. 
By means of Proposition 9 we obtain from (At) and (A2) that for every / e F* we 
can fix a function cpt e (0, co) -> R such that 
8) cpt is measurable on (0, co) for every / e £*, 
9) for every / e L*, \cpt(t)\ S Me"' for almost all t > 0, 
/•oo 
10) e"At cpt(t) dr = 1(F(X)) for every X > co and / e F*. 
By use of Proposition 8 we get from (l), (8), (9) and (10) that 
11) for every / e E*, l(fp(t)) -*p^<»,p>G>t 9i(*) for almost every t > 0. 
It follows from (6) and (11) that there is a set Sx s= (0, co) such that 
12) the set (0, co) \ St is measurable of measure zero, 
13) l(fp(t)) -> cpt(t) for every teSx and / e L. 
On the other hand, it follows from (A3) that there is a set S2 £ (0, co) such that 
14) the set (0, co) \ S2 is measurable of measure zero, 
15) the set {fp(t) : p e {0, 1, . . . } , p > cot} is relatively weakly compact in E for every 
teS2. 
Let now 
16) S = Sxn S2. 
It follows from (12)-(16) that 
17) the set (0, co) \ S is measurable of measure zero, 
18) the sequence l(fp(t)), pe {0, 1,...}, p > cot, is convergent for every te S and 
/ e L , 
(19) the set {fp(t) : pe {0, 1, . . . } , p > cot} is relatively weakly compact in E for 
every teS. 
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Now we shall prove that 
(20) the sequence fp(t), p e {0, 1, . . . } , p > cot is weakly convergent in E for every 
teS. 
Indeed, let us first fix a t e S and a p0 e {0, 1, . . . } , so that p0 > cot. Let us write 
*k = fp0+k(t), ke {1, 2 . . . . } , and let X be the weak closure of the set {fp(t) : pe 
e {0, 1, . . . } , p > cot}. Then the condition (a) of Proposition 7 is evidently fulfilled, 
the condition (|3) follows from (19), the condition (y) from (2), (5) and (7) and the 
condition (5) from (18). Now the conclusion of Proposition 7 gives (20). 
Let us now define in view of (20) 
(21) f(t) = weak-l im/ p ( t ) for every t e S, /(*) = 0 for t e (0, oo) \ S. 
p-*oo,p>cot 
It follows from (2), (5) and (21) that 
(22) /(*) e Fo for every t > 0. 
Further, it follows from (13), (16), (17), (20) and (21) that 
(23) for every / e F*, l(f(t)) = cpt(t) for almost every t > 0. 
Now (8) and (23) imply the condition (a) of Proposition 3 and (2) and (22) the 
condition (p). Hence the conclusion of this Proposition shows that 
(24) the statement (Bt) holds. 
It follows from (l), (21) and (A2) that 
(25) |/(/(r))| = | lim l(fp(t))\^ lim \l(fp(t))\ = lim ||/|| ||/p(r)|| = 
p->ao,p>cot p-*oo,p>cot p-+oo,p>cot 
( - 1 ) ' 
(Í) 
p-*ao,p>cot I p! \ í / 
P~*OD,p>COt 
š 11/11 lim i m
P + 1 - ^ - \ = M\\l\\ lim J 
(f-T'j -~~(.-f)-
= Me03'||/1| for every teS and leE* 
Immediate consequence of (25) is 
(26) ||/(r)|| ^ MQat for every teS. 
Now we see from (17) and (26) that 
(27) the statement (B2) holds. 
cotV+1 
Finally we obtain from (8)-(10), (23), (24) and (26) that 
(28) / ( f Y*V(f)-dr) = fY*/( / (T))dT = 
/•oo 
e~At (pt(x) dT = l(F(X)) for every X > co and / e E*. 
An immediate consequence of (28) is 
(29) the statement (B3) holds. 
The proof of the "only if" part is executed by (24), (26) and (29). 
"If" Let Us first fix a n / e (0, oo) -> E such that (Bj , (B2) and (B3) hold. 
In particular, by (B3) we have F(X) = J* e~
At/(T)dT for every X > co and we 
easily obtain from (Bj), (B2) by procedures usual in the classical Laplace transform 
that 
(1) the statements (At) and (A2) hold. 
Let us now denote 
(2) S = L : t > 0, I C\\f(t + T) + f(t - T) - 2/(0|| dT ->^ 0 + o | . 
According to Proposition 4 we obtain from (Bj) and (2) that 
(3) the set (0, oo) \ S is measurable of measure zero. 
Taking cp(t) = l(f(t)) for t > 0 and /e£*, we obtain easily from (Bj , (B2) and 
(B3) and from (2) by means of Proposition 8 that 
(4) - - ^ - 0 Y + 1 / (F<'> (fj\ - , - . „ . ,> . , /(/(0) for every t e S and / e £* . 
But (4) implies 
(5) the set j — ( - J Fip) f^ J: p e {0,1,...}, p > cotl is relatively weakly 
compact in E for every t e S. 
Combining (2) and (5) we have 
(6) the statement (A3) holds. 
The proof of "if" part is given by (1) and (6). 
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11. Remark. The condition (A3) in the preceding Theorem 10 can be replaced by 
a formally more general one, namely 
(A3) for almost every t > 0, there exists a sequence tp > 0, p e {0, 1, . . . } , such that 
the set J— ( — J F(p) ( — J : p e {0, 1 . . . } , p > cotX is relatively weakly 
compact in E. 
The proof of corresponding version of Theorem 10, with the condition (A3) above, 
remains almost unchanged and the necessary little adaptations can be left to the 
reader, but instead of Proposition 8 we need the following 
8'. Proposition. Let OJ e R and (p e (0, oo) -• R. If (a), (P) as in Proposition 8, 
then 
~ (fj+ 1f0
e - p t /"x" *WdT ->™>- , *(') 
for every t > 0 and every sequence tp > 0, pe {0, 1, . . . } , such that tp -^p-*^ t and 
1 Ch 
- \<p(t + T) + cp(t - T) - 2 cp(t)\ dr - > ^ 0 + 0. 
" Jo 
Proof. See [6], Theorem 1.1. Pollard uses a little different record of the assertion, 
but the reader easily shows that both formulations are equivalent. 
The requirement tp -»p-oo t cannot be weakened as seen on the special case 
cp(t) = t, t > 0. 
12. Theorem. (Miyadera) Let co = 0, M ^ 0 and F e (co, oo) -> E. If the space E 
is reflexive, then 
(Aj) the function F is infinitely differentiable on (co, oo), 
(A2) \\(d
pjdXp) F(X)\\ = Mp\j(k - w)
p+ x for every X > co and p e {(0, 1,...}, 
if and only if there exists a function f e (0, oo) -> E such that 
( B j / is measurable on (0, oo), 
(B2) ||/(t)|| S Me
Mr for almost every t > 0, 
(B3) f °°e-
A t /W dr = F(X) for every X > co. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 10 it is only to verify that the condition (A3) of 
Theorem 10 follows from conditions (At) and (A2). 
Indeed we see from (A t) and (A2) that 
I— ( - Y r(p) ( - l | _ M — — for every O O a n d p e (0, 1,...} such 
y\t) Wl l!__£y+1 
that p > cot. 
Since every bounded set in E is relatively weakly compact owing to the reflexivity 
of E, the above established inequality proves (A3) of Theorem 10 even for every 
t > 0 because, as well-known, — ->p_00 p>(0t e
wf for every t e R. 
("7/ 
13. Theorem. Let co = 0, M ^ 0, C s E and F e (co, oo) -> F. If the set C is 
a convex, symmetric and weakly compact subset of E, then 
(Ai) the function F is infinitely differentiate on (0, oo), 
(A2) (d'/dA*) F(A) e (Mp\\(X - co)
p+l) Cfor every A > coandpe {0, 1, . . . } , 
if and only if there exists a function f e (0, oo) -> E such that 
(Bi) / is measurable on (0, oo), 
(B2) f(t) e Me
w'C for almost every t > 0, 
(B3) J e ' *
T / W dt = F(A) /o r every A > co. 
Proof. "Only if". Let us. denote 
(1) Af0-. sup (HI)-
xeC 
It follows from (A2) and (l) that 
(2) ||(dp/dA*) F(A)|| = M0p\\(k - co)
p+1 for every A > co and p e {0, 1,...}. 
Further it follows from (A2) that 
w p ' W W At)-- (i-co) (i-^i) 
for every t > 0 and p e {0,1,...} such that p > cot. 
10 




a , A ' + 1 ^ 0 0 ' P > 0 " 
for every t > 0, we see from (3) that 
(4) the set J — j - ) F(p) | - ): p e {0, 1, . . . } , p > cot i is relatively weakly compact 
in E. 
We see from (At), (2) and (4) that the assumptions (A^, (A2) and (A3) of Theorem 
10 are fulfilled and consequently there exists a function / e ( 0 , oo) -> E such that 
(5) / is measurable on (0, oo), 
(6) ||/(t)|| S Moew' for almost every t > 0, 
(?) e-
A7(r) dr = F(X) for every X > co. 
Using Proposition 4 we obtain from (5) that there is an S ^ (0, oo) such that 
(8) the set (0, oo) \ S is measurable of measure zero, 
t r°° 
(9) T \\f(t + T) + f(t - T) - 2/(0| | dr ->^ 0 + 0 for every * e S. 
"Jo 
By Proposition 8 we see from (5), (6), (7) and (9) that 
(10) /(/(*)) = lim t—-£ (?Y+1 l(F(p) (?X\ for every t e 5 and / 6 F*. 
p-oo.pxot P! \f/ V W / 
It follows from (A2) that 
(11) I z | l ! / ^ Y + 1 E ( p ) M 6 ^ _ _ C for every t > 0 and pe{0, l , . . .} 
\ PJ 
such that p > cot. 
Now we get from (10) and (11) that 
(12) |/(/(0)| =S Mewfsup(|/(x)|) for every t e S and leE*. 
xeC 
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Now we need to prove that 
(13) f(t) e Me^C for-every t e S. 
If M == 0, then (13) is an obvious consequence of (12). Hence we shall suppose 
M + 0 and proceed indirectly. If (13) does not hold, then there exists a t0 e S such 
that f(t0) $ Me^C. According to a consequence of Hahn-Banach theorem, we can 
find an l0 e £* so that 
(14) /0(/('o)) > 1, 
(15) |/0(x)| ^ 1 for every xeMe^C. 
In view of supposed M 4= 0, the property (15) can be written as 
(16) |/0(x)| g Af "
1e"fl,f0 for every xeC. 
Now we obtain from (12) and (16) that |/0(/(*o))| _S Me
wf0 M-1e"£0f° = 1 which 
contradicts (14) and thus proves (13). 
The "only if" part follows from (5), (7), (8) and (13). 
"If." Let us first fix a function / e (0, oo) -> E satisfying (Bj), (B2) and (B3). 
It is easy to see that (Aj) holds. 
If M -= 0, then (A2) is obvious and thus we shall suppose M 4= 0 and proceed 
indirectly. If (A2) does not hold, then there exist a A0 > a> and a p0 e {0, 1,...}, 
such that F(P0)(A0) $(Mp0\\(k0 - co)
Po+1) C. According to a consequence of Hahn-
Banach theorem we can find an l0 e £* such that 
(1) .o(J*»>(Ao)) > 1, 
(2) |/0(x)| = 1 for every xe(Mp0!/(A0 - co)
po+1)C. 
In view of supposed M + 0 we can write (2) in the form 
(3) |*0(x)| = (X0 - af+^Mpol for every xeC. 
Now we obtain from (Bx), (B2), (B3) and (3) that 
|lo(f(Po)(A))| = |/0 ( fY-^-*)"/^) dt)| = f % - ^ T * |/0(/(T))| dT = 
/•oo 
*L •
A»V°Me<ot^ ^y^—ď-c = 1 
MnJ p0 
which contradicts (1) and proves (A2). 
The proof of "if" part is complete. 
12 
14. Some comments. The basic result in the problem of representability for nu­
merical exponentially bounded functions is due to D. V. WIDDER and is quoted above 
as Proposition 11. 
The extension of Widder's result to vector-valued functions in reflexive Banach 
spaces, our Theorem 12, is due to I. MIYADERA [4]. 
Moreover, Miyadera presented an example showing that the conditions (Ax), (A2) 
of Theorem 12 cannot be sufficient for the validity of the mentioned theorem in 
nonreflexive Banach spaces. 
Consequently, an additional condition to (Ax), (A2) of Theorem 12 is necessary. 
Our condition (A3) in Theorem (10) (or (A3) in Remark 11) seems the most simple 
and natural one and solves completely the problem in consideration. Miyadera's 
theorem is then a simple consequence of Theorem 10. 
Another possibility to extend Miyadera's result to nonreflexive spaces is given 
in Theorem 13 which deals with the representability problem by exponentially 
weakly compactly bounded functions and is also an easy consequence of Theorem 10. 
Recently, the representability problem was attacked by D. LEVIATAN [5] (see 
Theorem 7 in [5]) from rather different point of view. Leviatan proved, among 
others, that, under conditions (A t), (A2) of Theorem 12, the original function / 
can be found in dual spaces of appropriate subspaces of F*. 
Finally, let us remark that the proof of Proposition 7, given by means of 
Weierstrass-Stone theorem, may seem a little unadequate because it is too "analytic" 
and the problem itself is essentially linear. The result follows also easily from 
Smuljan's theorem on weakly convergent subsequences of weakly compact sequences 
and, moreover, a direct purely "linear" proof can be given. 
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